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IT HAPPENED IN VENICE

Since a good part of this issue of Anarchy is devoted to sex we ought to talk about What sometintes rears its

ugly head in association with sex Namely,that state of stupefication and generalised brain-rot knowWn as

dove「“. probably come to recognise the symptoms. A friend will start to wander around with glazed

eyes, replying to questions in monosyllables or perhaps babbling incoherently.、 They can be seen fumbling

through bad books of verse in dark corners, and Will leave meetings and parties conspicuously early if they

bother to come at all. When you attempt to speak to them, they look over your shoulder as 训 Waiting for

some mysterious being to appear in a cloud of gold, trailing that peculiar sweetish odour associated With

health food stores in Hampstead .

“Whattsa matter with him/her?「 you might ask a mutual acquaintance. Your friend replies “The idiot「s in love.「

Lovel As if that「s justifiable cause for a perfectly intelligent, decent person to start acting like a creep and a

total prat - for no reason other than that they “re having fairly good fucks with one or more other individual(s)

-

让

just doesn「t follow.
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It should be made clear in the beginning that Im not attacking romantic love from the position of some sort

of “revolutionary“puritanism,of insisting we all be good and proper, comrades, With no time for fun, friv-

olity,or feeling between us、And obviously, there「s nothing politically incorrect with getting it on with

someone We like and generally having a good time with them. But love「 is something more than just having

& good time With someone. It is an overWwhelming mystification,practically an ideology Surrounding certainl

SeXUal relationships、It is expressive both of the socialand economic relations against Which We are strug-

gling, and our own emotional needs created by and reacting to those relations.

The latter accounts for the persistence and resilience of the romantic myth . People don t fall in love because

they re stupid, though once afflicted they might act pretty stupid. Falling in love often appears to be the on1y

Way out, a bit of excitement in the misery and boredom that makes up m uch of our daily struggle to survive.

In romantic sexual relationships,we often seek to capture What has been denied to us in the rest of our lives-

affection,pleasure,adventure,freedom and security. Love is the desire conceived on dead time. We give the

“object「 of our affections time which is no longer ours- the time stolen from us When We are forced to take

orders and perform monotonous tasks for Wages, or made to stand in lines simply to pay for stuff Which is

sually shit anyWay.

Meanwhile,neighbourhoods have disintegrated under the impact of speculation and bureaucratic planning.

The competetive and hierarchical settings of most workplaces tend to inhibit the formation of real friendships

(the friends I make at Work alWays seem to get sacked !1). So until you「“ve joined a proper anarchist affinity

group,orf find evening pottery classes a Suitable outlet, you「re pretty lost. Under such conditions, a multi-

tude of social as Well as sexual needs are projected into a love relationship. Expectations are created Which no

one person can live up to、Enormous pressure and dependencies come to distort the relationship on both

Sides.

And even you hayve formed that affinity group, or developed a satisfying network of friendships despite

the odds agqainst it, you still can“t escape the problem of love「 completely. Whatever your political affiliation

may be,you are surrounded by its images and mythology、 We may try to live differently,but the social

conditions We are trying to smash assert themselves in our emotions. Even when you think you understand the

situation, you find yourself forced onto the same old market place where people compete for sexual affectioni

Where one「s qain is another persOn s 1055.
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tude of social as Well as sexual needs are projected into a love relationship. Expectations are created Which no
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The desperation and competetiveness with which people seek that ultimate romance is easily exploited by ad
agencies,cigarette and cosmetic manufacturers,record companies - just about everyone Wanting to turn a
profit. As a song by the Gang of Four described it :少oon 块e Qisco floor/ 块ey ate 坊eir profit/ from
执e 执

讨

gs Y04 54y/ to heip you co5 off. 工ove, romance, and alienated sex can be sold to poor and Working
people easier than a trip to the Bahamas or a flashy new car. The Great Escape can be achieved in the privacy
of your oWn bedroom, or Wherever you prefer to make it.

At this point, LIl make the admission that Ive fallen prey to the disease on one Or tWo occasions. It Was a Waste

of time. In retrospect, I took the plunge during a period when I Was yery dissatisfied with my immediate circ-

hmstances and in a situation When I wasn「t yet able to find personal/political outlets to offset the qrind of a

shitty clerical job. Of course, the emotional complications which ensued sim ply made matters Worse and got

in the way of finding these outlets。

Even when 讨 begins with a state of contrived euphoria,“falling in love「 inyolyes a lo88 of pride and a loss of

control. It is bad enough to have no control over your life in a social sense,but When your intimate feelings

betray you in every respect 让 「s damned intolerable. I found myself doing things and putting myself in situa-

tions I would not have chosen 诅 I had my wits about me, If a love「 relationship WOrKs for a While you end up

becoming obsessed and wrapped up in it to the exclusion of other friendships and activities. If it falls apart or

doesn“t happen at all, you get to be totally dejected and depressed and don“t get anything done either. In both

CaSes, yOU lose. You lose part of yourselft, your initiative and autonomy Whether your「e in a warm befuddled

haze or mope about in a heartbroken, often drunken stupor.

Romantic love is a particularly debilitating experience for women、Unfortunately, Women are both the most

ardent consumers of romanticism and the primary victims. We have been taught and conditioned to look upon

relationships with men as centrali the focus of our identities and energies. Even as feminists,anarchists and

revolutionaries,we can“t totally escape this conditioning and the needs that have developed quite logically

训 response to our circumstances. While this syndrome applies primarily to heterosexual Women, sim p1y trans-

ferring these needs and obsessions to another woman, instead of a mazl, is no solution in itself.

Men meanwWhile present themselyes as the practical ones Who Want to Keep 0n moving or concentrate On their

“work“ whateyer that may be. Women are seen as the silly, loye-besotted creatures Who Want too much and 古训1

attempt to tie our heroes down. This picture is ironic, for the myths of romantic rapture have been elaborated

by maleartists and intellectuals. From the medieval bards and courtly love, to the 19th century Romantics, to

the hippies and their “beautiful relationships, man「, this has been usuallybeen the case. Traditional Passion is

indeed an easy 1uxury to indulge in for male artists surrounded by mistresses, parammours and/or groupies.

As I write this I Know that Anarchy w训 be flooded by letters from heartbroken men Who ve just been left by

their Womanfriends, Women poets of a romantic bent who think they 「ve been overlooked or misrepresented ,

and male poets of a romantic bent who don“t hayve any groupies. While these exceptions no doubt exist, I do

think I「ve described the general situation The fact remains that “love「 and other romantic illusions are central to

the hegemony of the male-dominated capitalist state in which we live. In other words, the search for male

apProVal as 1overs as Well as the act of falling in love itself - is the process by which we voluntarily place

ourselves in oppressive dependence on men and deny 0ur 0Wn autonom3y .

While most of popular music perpetuates the same glossy myths and inane, gexist cliches about love and Lom.-

ance, there are Some songs Which tell the truth. I山 end with another quote from the Gang of Four :

T feel ie a Deetle 0n its Dac 口

aQ均 eres 0 ay for 4e to get P

oue biil get yo IiRe a Case 0f a扣rax

and 扔 at$ 0ne 执训 g 了d0n史力anRa CQtc

Anthrax .by the Way, is a disease common among cattle Which results in a slowW, lingering,painful and dis-

gusting death.
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(In BritainToday)

  

The general atmosphere in workplaces, and amongst most working people, seems to be a mixture of fatalismm

and acceptance of “our iot「,, With a deep rooted cynicism and disillusionment with all politics. There is also
great unease and fear of the yastness8, complexity and increasing insanity of the world around us. The urge to
escape 一 through Sports, TV, cards, Working for next years holiday ~ dominates, and nowhere is there any

vision of possible change. People are afraid of challenging the system , mainly because of its proven power to

crush, exploif and intimidate us; but also due to more than a century of ingrained discipline, roles, routine, re-
Pression and undermining of all libertarian and working class culture. The undoubted strength of the working
People is not realised,due to lack of confidence which comes from being unable to develop independent

forms of political social and industrial organisation. People are divided in their work and in all manner of

competing Subcultures and categories. Sexism and racism are everyWhere.

INDUSTRIAL CLIMATE

But strong class feelings remain in spite of all this; a growing anger at Wotsening quality and standards of

living, and a nihilistic rejection of loyalty to the job, especially among young people. When pressed, m ost

people w训 agree that the fundamental change to a free, classless,ecological society based on mutual aid and

Tespect 一 an anarchist society一 is desirable, but insist that it isn“t possible. They identify with with the system

through roles, property of family structure, and most hope (though desparingly these days) for reforms and

benevolence.

THE SYSTEM MAKES PREPARATIONS

只 careful look at what has been happening in the last few years reVeals a strong pattern. There is the trend to-

Wards a corporate state, pushed by the Labour Party and by most state industries and institutions. This is ant

attempt to smother class conflict by institutionalising it through a growing representitive bureaucracy, arbit-

ration,CBI/TUC joint strategies,participation schemes and so on. The Welfare state is seen as vital to the

stability of the Workforce.

In competition with Labour are the Tories and some industrialists, who desire the free movement of capital

记 order that profitable industry can expand and the rest be disposed of - including many social services and

hitherto “vital“ industries. In the short term, this may lead to an increase in profits, but in the long term it will

make for a destabilised economy,class confrontation and depression. It is this possibility which leads the

state to increase military/industrial spending and prepare to wWage a World War for scarce resources and

The forces and institutions entrusted with maintaining the necessary levels of repression and order are defin-

ately on the move. We are Witnessing the increasing militarisation of police in Britain and Europe,with an

increasing use of arms, technology and military style organisation; the introduction of a whole battery of laws

designed to wipe out tmany liberal reforms of the 1960s; and worsening prison conditions. But most signif-

icant is the idealogical strategic and financial build-up to war。

It seems that all this is an effort to strengthen social control beyond the normal levels, by way of pre-em pting

any economic or social breakdown. Much of this extra policing is directed at restless minorities (in Ireland

requiring an army of occupation to suppress ) or aqainst squats, demonstrations, and so on. It is aimed at

keeping discontent marginal and contained. But we have also seen increased police activity agqainst pickets

(Grunwicks,bakers,steel and journalists strikes) and of course the army ,brought in to break Key strikes

under the Labour government.During the 1979 lorry drivers「 the state Was Worried enough to set up

“Emergency Councils“ then just for propaganda but actually foreshadowing military control.
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THE UNIONS

What is the role of the trade unions? They have always been mechanism8 Which involye workers in negot-
iating concessions from employers, and a massiye buraucracy of representation and control has been built up
and integrated into the system,from the low-level officials to the executive. This machinery is 100% behind
the Labour Party and social democracy, and consistently manipulates and FePF@8868 the entire organised Work-
force to this end. So, for the last 5 years of the last Labour government, they attem pted to enforce a social
contract tWage-freeze,and ignored the increased use of scabbing,police, arm3y and anti-labour laws to under-
mine the organised Workers。

However, in order to maintain the allegiance of workers who still participate to a large extent in branch
meetings,ballots and various levels of representation, unions have occasionally been forced to organise con-
frontations with em ployers in order to improve or defend conditions and Wage8. This is usually sym bolic, like
one-day strikes, but sometimes the level of organisation and anger at the grass roots threatens to take up the
struggle independently. In these cases, the union attempts to Suppress Shopfloor organisation hile at
SQe tine calling for a wider confrontation (like an all-out strike). Hospital unions Fecently sanctioned work-
记 occupations,partly because they were taking place anyway, but also because of the need to defend the
Welfare state 闯 扔e 史nomledge 场at Romeber 力诈tant 块e resistance to Tory训dustrial 8trategy 污 Ras aligays
DeeR Possible t take 汤 ouer and man功ulate 训 into a StrU8gle for social demM ocrgey - 士8,块 e Labour Party.
In this way the viscious circle is maintained. And the millions of People in workplaces around the country
have been unable to break out because of a lack of confidence and eXxperience of alternative forms of in-
dustrial organisation - revolutionary unions, Workers councils as in Poland , unofficial assem blies, rank and file
netwWorks, etc、 Any such alternatives have been suppressed or gradually incorporated into the union structure,

 

RESISTANCE AND ORGANISATION

At present it“s all quiet on the industrial front for many reasons: increased fear of redundancy, the defeat of

the steel Workers,a union/Labour Party monopolisation of “anti-Tory“unrest and activity,as well as an

attack on the basic principles of solidarity,organisation and bargaining rights“by the press,courts and

employers like BL..

However, recent industrial history has thrown up many interesting forms of organisation, and these currents

are present in industrial “relation「. In 1978/79,after 4 years of the Labour Party- TUC Social Contract, a

Series of angry and determined strikes broke out. The unions, as architects of the Social Contract, had qreat

difficulty controlling them, and attempted to impose productivity deals (e.g. the miners) of“special case「

status (e.g- the firemen). For this reason, independent forms of organisation and resistance flourished, and

these have continued into the 1980s.
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In an attempt to negotiate directly with employers, thousands of skilled carworkers in Leylands and around

the country broke away from their unions and formed their own craft organisation. Although setting up a

hierarchy of representation, and arguing for the maintanence of differentials, they faced a massive attack

the unions, the press and the company. Their success in surviving and taking united action showed that mass

breakaWways from unions are possible for certain sections of workers.

0CCUP4 TIONS

This tactic is beginning to get onto the agenda,especially as a Way of fighting closures and redundancies,

Which are being experienced on a large scale,Hospital workers hayve been the first to take this up promin-

ently. The advantages are that those involved can control their struggle directly, involye supporters by inviting

them in, and physically defend their position. t is more difficult to extend solidarity to other Workplaces. But

in many cases, the traditional stay -home strike is rejected as either second best or totally useless.

In Dagenham (Fords), carWorkers seized the canteen and turned hoses on the police for many hours. It is this

Spirit Which could create a genuine confrontation between labour and the state.

0N THB JO0B ACTIONS

In April 1979, most of the 180 or so GPO sorting offices in London, including the one in Which I Worked,

took their own unofficial action, co-ordinated London-wide agqainst a rumoured union(UPW )/GPO “efficiency「

agreement,as part of a shitty wage deal. Within a week, 60% of the country「s mail Was at a halt、 Guerilla

stoppages, combined With Work-to-rules,non-cooperation and anything anybody fancied,rotating shift-to-

shift- ensured total chaos yet no-one lost more than 4 hours「 pay. This was to be by far the most effective

action ever taken by postal Workers, the 7 week national strike in 1971 having been a union-controlled

disaster. 3,000 demonstrated at 48 hours notice outside the union HQ, against their manoeyers. I Would say

that 让 was like a great weight off our backs : the ptential was endless. But gradually, the union gained control

through balloting, low-level officials, just before the action spread to the rest of the country-

This form of organised,local resistance based on shift decision makingd,immeasurably boosts the combat-

ivity of postal workers,and it has also been used effectively in car factories and by public employees, civil

servants and Fleet St. workers, although uneasily controlled by the unions.
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The first major defeat for Labour「s social contract was the 7-week strike at Fords. There had Up aCcFOSs
the country a netWork of small groups and individuals in eyery Ford factory, called the Ford Workers (UK)
Combine. It was independant of all unions, although not opposed to them , and political parties. It had con-
stantly agitated for action to be taken, and attacked union bureaucracy. On the day and at the place that the
employers/unions met to set the seal on a pathetic 5% Wage “rise“, 200 Combine SUpPorters angrily picketed
and heckled outside. This scene was on the TV news and bithip ours almtost eDery Ford factory had 5een
ShdolmR Que to an 讨stantaneous malk-out Dy disgxsted 山orRers.
The strike became solid and indefinate, and a terrified TGWU had to leap into action to try to regain control.
Meanwhile the Combine continued to print thousands of leaflets,hold meetings,produced “FRA UD 「
T-shirts, their own record, and organised pickets and marches. They also countered the Press-inspired wives-
against- the-strike moyem ent. The strike Was a total victory .
The Combine then tried to do a regular, popular paper for Fords. A potentially autonomous organisationm)
Without leaders or a constitution,its members included left-wingers, anarchists and non aligned militants ,
With outside friends and relatives also. There exist similar - if less effective,for the moment - netWorks in
other industries and workplaces, and they represent a current with the Potential to crystallise and extenQ
independent ideas and activity .

S8UPPORTACTTVTTZ

In any dispute,people not industrially connected can nevertheless play a vital role in extending and SupP-
orting the struggle. Getting involyved in occupations,mass pickets,parallel campaigns, blackings, collecting
money,Sabotage etc、 With the growth of the womens movyement, shpport campaigns haye been organised
around equal pay strikes,the Elizabeth Garret Anderson Hospital work-in, and homeWorkers. Also, soime
Asian WorkKers「“struggles are being taken hp by the Asian community. The Grunwick strike was turned into a
virtual battle between Supporters of the strike and the state (police),and it was a total defeat for the strikers
due to the inability of those involved to defend themselves physically (because they accepted the control of
the laW-abiding left and the unions). However, support groups, often unaligned, organised transport to picket
lines and blackings (incidentally, we sent Grunwicks mail to New Zealand). Mass pickets involving supporttrs
are happening more and more often. The key is for support activity to generate more industrial solidarity or
to extend action onto the streets。

NB

伟

ARRAS

只 brief mention must be made of developments of class conflict in new areas of the Wa9e-System . We haye
seen civil servants,hospital workers, computer staff,social workers and teachers, as Well as Imany
adopting tactics of struggle,Their comparative newness to industrial action could bring new ideas about
how to fight, although the unions are recruiting and consolidating in these areas. At the same time,
ised workers are joining unions and going for recognition, discovering the two-faced attitude of unions which
Welcome them and then sabotage their struggles. It is also clear that there was absolutly no solidarity between
thousands of Ford workers in the TGWU in London and the 80 Garners restaurant WorKers trying to join.
“Union“? However,attempts to organise have been determined and imaginative,and it is possible that frust-
ration could lead to the setting up of new independent unions (e.g.in catering), or Works committees and
linked delegate networks. In this event, the unions wouls steam in with an apologetic and militant face to take
Over。

Surprisingly, long-established and traditionally militant sections of the workforce - iminers, dockers (until very
Tecently), rail and engineering workers, have been Kept wWell under control.

MAS8

Forms of organisation (which are developing out of) necessary forms of action include the recent Upsurge in
mass picketing - GrIunwicks, lorry-drivers, steelWworkers and journalists strikes. The mobile steel pickets are a
clear example of workers seizing the initiative and running their strike independently of the union (ISTC).
Discussion and organisation takes place on the picket lines, in the buses, hotels etc. and in many cases pickets
can be put hp by sympathetic workers in the towns Where they are picketing. Strong pickets can become lines
of class confrontation,wWhere the division of workers in industrial hierarchies and demarcation lines is
overcome.But the unions and police have just managed to keep control of picketing, and new 1aWs are
Planned .

邓ORKBRS COUNCIS

The 1979 lorry drivers「strike was one of the most important events for years, With some Sections of the
British economy brought to a standstill and others 8rou8ght under the control of the egional St伍

e

co动外 -
ittees, many of them virtually independent of the union hierarchy, to run essential goods and services (they
decided which). Whole towns could only function with the supervision of the drivers, for instance Middles-
borough and Warrington, Where no goods moved in or out without the authorisation of Pickets on all routes.
The drivers also sent pickets to manage distribution centres. The TGWU was neuer in effective control of its
mem bers although it tried. The Labour government virtually begged the strikers to return, not to Work, but to
R07mla1 str讳
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tactics - Which would have had little effect. They didn「t issue orders to send in the afmy Of
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THE UNIONS
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have been unable to break out because of a lack of confidence and eXxperience of alternative forms of in-
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netwWorks, etc、 Any such alternatives have been suppressed or gradually incorporated into the union structure,
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police because they were frightened of the possible escalation of the dispute into a general shut-down of

industry. This would have meant a civil emergency to which working people could have responded by exten-

ding and developing the existing lorry-drivers committees,With delegations from other major industries in

the area, turning them into councils to take over the management of towns and regions. This is the

sort of organisation used by Workers in potential revolutionary situations in the past - Hungary 1956, Poland

1980,Turin in 1920, and even Britain in 1926 although manipulated by unions - and Which the “labour

movement「 has 气ontinually tried to suppress.

Suffice it to say, the lorry drivers got their demands in PLL.

So,Waged Workers are increasingly using newW forms of organisation to resist theif exploitation,and their

manipulation and representation by unions.

Out-the-gate strikes,for a day or indefinately,have been the traditional form of struggle,but they are now

either extremely poor Weapons against a Well-organised ruling class, or they are turned by unions into a

merely passive and Symbolic show-of-strenght (or Weakness). In the second case, they rarely frighten employ-

ers, and anyWay Serve to strengthen the union machinery controlling people on the shop floor.

However most people are still ignorant of most of the alternatives to a conyentional strike. Many still think

in terms of electing “radical officials“, or 「changing the constitution to make it more democratic「. Such strat-

egies Were attempted on a mass scale in the syndicalist Waye of resistance before the first World War,and

Proved ineffective. The shop steward movement greW out of this, but it was assimilated into social democracy,

unionism and negotiating procedure.

It is exactly the lack of Knowledge about alternative forms of industrial struggle which undermines self-con-

fidence and independence on the shop floor,and creates division,fear and demoralisation among Workers

When faced with the present attack on Wages and conditions.

THE LEFT

Most of the struggles described above were strictly about money or jobs. Those involved are rarely interested

in general social change, but wish only to protect their standard of living.

In any case, revolutions have up to now been transformed, taken over and crushed by statist organisations,

Parties and institutions. Intent on the seizure of power - for Which they continually prepare - they concentrate

on building up a great powWer-base in the lower levels of government and union bureaucracies,and they have

the resources and ability to spread their ideas and tactics among the peop1e.

The left, including the Labour Party, are a parasitic fifth column among the working class, controlled by a

rising bureaucratic middle class which represents a logical future for the System - technobureaucratic state

capitalism.This class, in communist countries, wields power, and in social democracies is a vital component

of power and stability.

The Labour Party commands the allegiance of the unions. The Marxist Parties (57 varieties,all unfit for

human consumption) seek to gain influence within the unions by taking control of the branches and shop-

steWards committees. To this end they create front organisations Which work hard both on the shop floor and

within the union hierarchy and machinery, to push their lines and “transitional strategies“ : the Socialist Work-

ers Party “Rank and File「 movement, the Communist Party「s“Liason Committee for the defence of Trade

Unions「,plus many Labour Party and TUC sub-committee campaigns, Which are in turn penetrated by the

Militant group「s organisation. Their influence in workplaces and among shop-floor militants comes from the

Work they do to consistently promote their social-democratic strategies (“transitional“or not) as the on1ly

alternative opposition to employers and “the right「 within the unions. They are all without exception manip-

ulative,hierarchical,simplistic and propagandist tendencies,They are nevertheless capable,through their

organisations,of adapting,should unions be superseded by workers councils or other such forms; and they

W训 be there to try to take them over. The classic case is the Bolsheviks destruction of the workers councils

in the Russian Revolution.

Anarchist and councilli味 ideas are almost nonexistent among Workers except in the revealed desires and solid-

arity of a struggle or confrontation taken up directly. On the other hand, libertarians and other honest

militants tend to be drawn into various left-wing fronts and parties, and so they are neutralised. Most Working

people drawn into such groups are inyolved in wage struggles, and have only begun to reject certain parts of

their conditioning : they are not committed revyolutionaries. This is Why Marxist qroups Support social democ-

racy 25 “transitional“to some socialist future or other,and recruit on this basis. Their adherents therefore

neyer mature to reyolutionary ideas.

To co-operate or Work Within the left is disastrous; people are constantly manipulated and used. HoWever, due

to a lack of vision and apparant alternatives, some people feel they have no choice. Increasingly the social

democratic strategy is to recruit among the intelligentsia and industrial sectors like social WorkKers, teachers,

and Welfare state bureaucrats,. Meanwhile the vast majority of Working class people are not interested,even

abandoning their traditional passive sSupport of the Labour Party at elections. Their current crude propaganda

《

  

agqainst one individual woman politician, Thatcher, only shows the idiocy and the manipulatiye,emotionalist

and sim plistic nature of Leftism .

Of course there are many members of the Left wWho believe they are contributing to a movement for a better

society. If they are genuine,they will evaluate their beliefs and everyday activities, respond to their true

desires and the needs of the current world situation; l1eaye the left, and take a consciously revolutionary, lib-

ertarian direction .

REVOLUTIONARY CURRENTS

It is clear that new forms of organtisation in the control of the shop and office floor are being discovered and

used,along with traditional ones. Assem blies, councils, supPort 9rOups, mass and secondary pickets, indust-

rial networks - involved in occupations, strikes, Work-to-rules, etc. 5

But for any progress to be made against a system responsible for the crisis ridden, War obsessed, povyerty

stricken and increasingly totalitarian World,various developments in industry (specifically) must take place :

i) The new forms of organisation and resistance must become Widespread,

ii) Divisions between trades, industries and between Workplaces and communities must be broken down:.

iii) A movement,initially of minorities,of conscious individuals and groups in workplaces (and elseWhere)

must develop as a current 讨 eyeryday life and Work struggles, not to lead or manipulate,but to crystallise,

educate and participate.

iv) A conscious desire for transforming an order based on Wage-labour, authority and class-rule, into a free,

ecological, anarchist society must grow in the hearts and minds of People.

 

As far as the specific struggle between Wage-labour and capital is concerned, should the process I「ve described

continue,I can forsee and advocate the development of at least four areas of autonomous organisation :

a) ocal and 0pen 山orRers“ groxups of conscious libertarian militants (like the group Im involyed in,the

London Workers Group ), aiming to spread the ideas and experiences of struggle, as Well as proyide a forum

for discussion and support. Each one should be a non-dogmatic, independent and loose collective.

b) Axtonomoxs 山orRplace groxps, already existing in an informal and confused form in many Places, speci-

fically aqainst trade unions and Wage labour, and Which can act as aboye (for instance, a group in the Govan

shipyards wWhich produces regular, councillistic bulletins).

c) Nettorks of autonomous Workers groups and individuals in each industry, Which can act as above (as the

Ford Workers UK Combine could have developed, and may yet).

d) The creation讨 struggle of decision making meetings,assem blies and councils (as Were seen in Poland )

Within workplaces, localities and industries (involving the whole community ). Any attenipt to maintain these

aS Per Organiisations would result in them being co-opted by unions, becoming bureaucratic and repre-

ssive like unions, or returning to minority forums.

The work environment is important but is only one of a number of social spaces Where people gather together,

have strength, and may resist their exploitation and oppression. Struggles in the streets and elsewWhere are a5

vital. Breaking down the barriers which divide us is urgent; people eyerwhere are trapped behind prison Walls,

Workplaces, schools, homes, shops,streets, cars, roles, even to the extent of being atomised and frightened in-

dividuals. This transformation is a PTocess not a single cataclysmic event. It starts With yoX and it starts 0 .

The alternative is too horrible to contemplate.

David Morris.

 rrPRISONER 「S BOOKSCHEME

In the article “Prisons : Some practicle schemes in the area of the Prison Struggle「 in Anarchy 30

Specific reference was made to the Prisoner「s Bookscheme - since publication we have been

Imade aWare from yarious sources (including prisoners) that all is not as it seems.

While we endorse the IDEA of the bookscheme wholeheartedly, we are Very Worried by the

apparant Workings of the present one. We do know that prisoners haye been sent booklists and

have replied to these but received neither books nor acknowledgement. We do know that

some prisoners and/or their friends have thought money needed to be sent for books, and

have also received no acknowledgement. We do Know that a certain amount of ill-feeling and

confusion surrounds the topic of the bookscheme.

All this may be _due to lack of organization,which though not commendable is almost

understandable; or it could be interpreted in a far more damaging light.

Either way, cons and their friends outside have been exposed to hassle, disappointment and rip-

off, - which in itself is despicable, and also does harm in other areas of prison struggle and to the

integrity of the movement as a Whole.

    Anarehy Collective.
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Parties and institutions. Intent on the seizure of power - for Which they continually prepare - they concentrate

on building up a great powWer-base in the lower levels of government and union bureaucracies,and they have
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The left, including the Labour Party, are a parasitic fifth column among the working class, controlled by a

rising bureaucratic middle class which represents a logical future for the System - technobureaucratic state
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agqainst one individual woman politician, Thatcher, only shows the idiocy and the manipulatiye,emotionalist
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As far as the specific struggle between Wage-labour and capital is concerned, should the process I「ve described
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David Morris.

 rrPRISONER 「S BOOKSCHEME

In the article “Prisons : Some practicle schemes in the area of the Prison Struggle「 in Anarchy 30

Specific reference was made to the Prisoner「s Bookscheme - since publication we have been

Imade aWare from yarious sources (including prisoners) that all is not as it seems.

While we endorse the IDEA of the bookscheme wholeheartedly, we are Very Worried by the

apparant Workings of the present one. We do know that prisoners haye been sent booklists and

have replied to these but received neither books nor acknowledgement. We do know that

some prisoners and/or their friends have thought money needed to be sent for books, and

have also received no acknowledgement. We do Know that a certain amount of ill-feeling and

confusion surrounds the topic of the bookscheme.

All this may be _due to lack of organization,which though not commendable is almost

understandable; or it could be interpreted in a far more damaging light.

Either way, cons and their friends outside have been exposed to hassle, disappointment and rip-

off, - which in itself is despicable, and also does harm in other areas of prison struggle and to the

integrity of the movement as a Whole.

    Anarehy Collective.
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TO0WARDS AN ANARCHIST ALTERNATIVE

TO LAYING THE TABLE

What I would really like to have is several good

friends with whom 【 can fuck when I, and they, feel

like it; but with no shit like“Where will you be to-

haye beautiful eyes「,“「Stay With me

forever“,“I love you“, “Do you love me?「,etc. None of

the rubbish,no promises and no demands. NoW 【,

and this is true of several women and men that 【

know,think this is the only Way that sex can be

free from all the constraints that bind us,tie us,

make us guilt ridden and generally keep us dowWn.

What「s more it ought to be so easy to attain; What are

wWe asking after all but that people don“t get caught

up in treadmills of oppressive relationships?

I know the traps of jealousy, I have at times believed

that someone couldn“t possible lope me and screW

someone else : eyen as I Write this noW I smile at the

absurdity _of that statement,but haye too good a

memory to discount the grinding agony that jealousy

puts people through.

Then there「s the “How w讨 it be in the morning blues

It「s the movies, romance stories and general condit-

ioning that makes people yearn for promises of

“never-ending love「“ or demonstrations of “eternal

passion「. A bit of rational thought makes a monkey

out of anyone Who pines for someone all the time,

wWho can“t make讨 with anyone else because “you/

they “re the one“and “my/9our 0Wn true love“.【

mean _c「mon, tbere「s thousands of people out there,

wWho are We trying to kid? No one is the same, that「s

what makes讨 such fun right? And one person is just

that, to put them on some idyllic pedestal is not just

making more of them than they can bei but if you are

on the top of a pedestal there「s no place to go but

dowanl

What do people mean by loue anyWay?

Is 讨 loue coming home every night? Or is that just

having no place else to g0?

Is 让 loue thinking only one person could ever turn

you on this way? Or is that lack of imagination2

Having dismissed love,(and it wasn“t hard!) What

about the other problems,because just starting to

Work 让 out in yourOWn head isn t enough! Fear eats

the soul, and do a lot for sexuality either - I

stil find it hard to suggest screwing,to

especially those I hayn「t ScreWed before. There「s Var-

ious reasons; like no one relishes being rejected, it can

sometimes louse up a friendship if one of you Wants

to screW and the other doesn「t; and some men Seem

to find it intimidating having women suggest screwing

rather than the woman merely waiting around for and

then accepting the offer; and of course there「s general

lack of bottle.

Iwe had some rejections and I「ve also kicked myself

for lack of bottle - Iye known people who have been

outraged at the idea of me thinking fucking Would be

a good thing to do - and some amazing insults as to

the kind of woman/mother/wife I am for making

such rude suggestions、At the time,all these things

have hurt,saddened,and enraged me and also made

me take a feW steps backwards and Wonder why 1

ever started the journey in the first place. But just

like when I was a kid and thought the world ended

when he said goodbye - only to find that life did pick

up again once I had stopped crying (1); when I Pull

my shattered pride,bottle and ideology together 1

can make through the night either on my 0Wn of

With someone else.

This isn「t to say that once the hurdles of getting near

someone are crossed, all is hunky-dory - I have a long

wWay to go to being the sexually aSSured person I W训

be.But that「s something to look forward to,and

Work towards rather than accepting a freaked-out,

inadequate I look forward to the years

ahead with a joy that I didn“t think was possible :

getting older being something that wWomen are taught

to fear. So that the barriers I have to cross, the bottle

it takes to cross them and even the bad times When 1

don“t get myself together,or When I feel I am _not

doing what I want because of my 0Wn inadequacy

and lack of self-confidence : even all that is manage-

able, because it will get better! Good huh? What else

does me in then? Well there「s the awful past! I got

screWed When I Was sixteen and as innocent as they

come,(or rather don「tt come and don「t even KnoW

that Women get to haye orgasms)、 This is very

common in young Women (or certainly Was), though

hopefully a situation that is improving as people may -

be talk more and honesty creeps in with a flash of

lightning and a drum rolll Along with being SCcfeWed ,

I was forced to suck a guy off. Such things leave

scars in my head and make along the path to

a free sexXuality hard : bad memories Sometimes

stop me doing What I want to do; make a body

look like a weapon; or ist slow me doWn some -

but Tm working on it! (And that「s important even

if I did laugh when I wrote it!) 冼

As to women I have known -as they say in the bible~

some Women, and Would like to know _more.

Women「s bodies don“t frighten me in the same Way

that men「s can; partly because of their very nathure

and knowledge of my own. I find getting to Know

wWomen sexually noW,very difficult, as 0pposed to

some years ago, because Sexuality seems to have Pol

polarised into gays and straights and never the twain

shall meet - let alone touch each other. I don“t want

8

to go 记 search of the “gay Scene「, of any 0ther scene

for that matter, but 工 miss the freeness I used to have

with women 「friends a While aqo :

I would not define myself as heterosexual or bisexual
but sexual, and Whoever turns me on is down to me
and them. Getting to knowW myself sexually is good
too,without feeling guilty about it,and the very
Pleasant oneness of self-sufficiency and private eXPeI-
iment、For me this is just another part of a Whole
SeXuality and not a substitute.
We need to be freer, more honest and a lot friendlier

to each other! It ought to be easier to suggest fucking

and to say yes or no Without either ansWer being bad

vibes man! It ought to be easier to get what you Want

and give What you Want whent fucking、Who you

ScreW With should not be something that other people

can use against you - the “What him/her ?7 bit .

I don“t hold with the “celibacy is where it「s at“school

of thought at all. That is one line I call a cop-out and

Will criticise. I understand people rejecting sex with

one gender or another for historical reasons etc、but

think that “getting into「 celibacy is like “getting into“

starvation diets - We should not deny our sexXuality .

I think fucking has to be taken out of its special

Wrappings Where it「s both hailed as the be all and end

all of living and also hidden away as either frivolous

or too dangerous,and put back WwWhere讨 belongs

along with talking, eating,drinking,dancing and

other every day ocourences. I

山

end with a famous

and slightly changed quote, Wondering Why it Was so

hard to begin this, and wishing I hadnt left out so

many things I wanted to

People 山ho talR a50ut rebolytion and class struggle

referring explicitly to ebery day ife, ithomt

MRderstamQing 0Rat诊 SYDUersiDe 050xt sex _and 00

芒 Positige 记场e refusal of constraints,syCch people

haDe corpses 训 场e汀

力

o扔s.「

Charlotte Baggins

 

米1 want to make it clear that it was the force and

not the act of Sucking that was WTong. 1 make no
distinction in terms of fun and acceptable behaviour

between fucking & sucking. The reason this incident

had such a long-standing bad influence on me is
because it was my first experience of sucking and

therefore T did not hayve the strength of Rnoming

it could be good to help me distinguish between the

terror of force and the joy of sucking.

 

 

厉 Uere eak e

网

0QQ cry
Zry to holQ a 加n YR许 e Qies
Gipe Rinl 技e 51ues,tahe s 力anhood

Oh! Tve heard it all before ,
Tve got the weak Woman bluesl

厅e re strong aRQ icy cool,
e7 5e afraid to toucR s 皿 e ade
4 foo1

Gibe i 扣e 51xes, itkes R训 anhooQ
0002,

Oh! Tve heard it all before ,
Tve got the strong Woman bluesl

Whatever We do,We end up paying,
“cos sisters it“s a game We ain “t meant
to be playing!

Gives me the blues, takes my Woman-
hood aWay.

Ive got the strong Woman, Weak
WOman,8ny WOm an SeXUal

Tried it with a friend; it「s good 及
strong - 耿hat「s this2

Zouye “Priest s训 _让 as 0romg1
Zou e got a 0t Rome and
P7oDlems too、nd fuchipg 训 ist too
UChR for om1

Tve got the fucked over, trucked over
Womanhooding screwing blues!
Tve tried being cool but that「s a bind
I can“t get it off on a stone cold grind.
Gives me “the “blues,this off-hand
fucking has got me beat -
Oh! send me some men With no
problems but Who“ye got some heatl

Tve had “em quick 及 had “em strong,
Had them really sWeet,fucked them
all night long!

Had em wet and had “em dry ,
Had them mean old fuckers who made
Ime CTy.

Had them young and had them old ,
Had them really shy,screwed them
eVerso bold.

However you have them ,Whatever
yoU say :

Women get sCcTewed 及 it「s us Who pay.
Men Who pay for sex We treat With

But woman「s been paying since the
day she Was born。

Tve heard of men _dying thro“too

m uch leisure

Ain“t never heard a Woman who got

dead thro“pleasure! Got the blues,
the licking and the sucking,biting and
the fucking,womanhooding screwing
blues.
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Dear Anarchy,

Issue 30 was very good. Ipartic-

ularly like the article “Street Riot,

Black Riot,Class Riot etc、“Sion

was dead right in pointing out the

importance of spontaneous revolts

like Bristol. His article carried the

Sheer exhileration of actions like

that.

Where he Was Wrong Was 0n “set-

Piece“ confrontation “with “the

Ppolice such as Lewisham 、As he

Suggested,wWe have no chance at

all against overwhelming numbers

of police, with reinforcements and

all manner of riot-gear in reserVe,

Who Know exactly Who and Where

We are and What We are going to

try to do. So what do We do? Use

our num bers to link arms and hold

onto a strategic point as Sion sugg-

ests? Does he really imagine that if

the pigs could not shift us with

their relatively bloodless wedge

and “dispersal tactic then they

Would not resort to more brutal

methods shch as baton attacks,

9gas and charges With police yeh-

icles。 Surely not comrade,And

What would the self-appointed

“stewards“from the SWP who try

to Tun these events be doing while

all this was going on? Use your

imagination.

No,in street confrontations our

strength lies in spontaneity and

Surprise,and We Should never get

ourselyes into situations Where We

stand waiting to be attacked by

the police、Where,for instance,

We decide to attack a fascist

march comrades should organise

themselves into groups of,say,a

dozen. Such groups Would be

small enough to make collective

decisions on tactics, and be highly

mobile for avoiding cordons and

disappearing after hit and run

attacks.And they Would be large

enough to inflict damage or to

defend “themselyes cornered.

Organised in this Way,even 让 We

decided to use“provocative“Wea-

Pons such as petrol bombs,we

Would stand less of a chance of

being arrested or beaten by the

Pigs than f we passively stood

linking arms i _the high street.

Im not demanding Shper-brayery

from our comrades.Far from 训 ,

these tactics are as much for oux

defence _as for Use as an a9g9gFe-

ssive Weapon. Neither is 让 elit-、
1Sm of obscure theory.In all the

successful riots mentioned in the

article,as Well as acting as a 珑a55)

people were in fact operating at

a more basic level with their nei-

ghbours and friends in their own

area,All of our practice as the

current “active minority「 should be

What can easily be adopted for

their own use by all groups of

oppressed “people; without any

need for stewards,formal organ-

isations or leaders (including our-

Selyes).

文ours for autonomy,

Geraint

 

 

   

Dear Charlotte,

ou asked for some feedback

from your article “We want better

odds「 in Anarchy .

I am a WidowW With 4 children -

Whatever picture that conjures up

in your mind, erase it. My kids are

aged 17,12, 8 & 6.I am 34,still

youngish, still fighting,and am

m ore capable of looking after the

5 _of us than your aVerage Single

male is of looking after himself. I

enjoy my Kids,really I do,ok,

they re hard work,but mainly

“cos I never get a break, Im con-

stantly in _demand. 卫es,I too

chose to haye kids,Im “always

being reminded of the fact that i

心aVve rather a lot「 or/and you had

I0

them don「t expect us to help「. Buit

I too expect certain places/people

to_be more sympathetic towards

kids,Im at Coleg Harlech stud-

ying towards a diploma that will

get me into a university、Why?

Various reasons I won“t go into at

Present,Im already deciding not

to bother. Anyway - this place is

Supposedly a left-wing/socialist

college for mature students.It is

all talk,no-one _does anything .

There is no cfeche as Such, a few

(4) of us got one together out of

160 students,but if is in a sad

state of affairs a8 Volunteers can -

not be relied on“ after getting

pissed the previous night! Most

students are men, and admin-

istration「s excuse for not having

nursery 《acilities is that woment

With children don「t apply.

Could you possibly help me get in

touch with as many Women With

kids as possible to apply - no need

for them to attend for interviews

识 they don「t really want to come -

just to swamp administration with

applications and to let them know

there is a need for a nursery 、

Women are effectively debarred

from this college - men are 130 to

30 women and quite frankly the

men “don“t give a shit about

Women (oh yes, they miss haying a

ScreW for lack of possible females).

Women ought to have the same

chance of application and accept-

ance at this place and cannot

wWhilst there arent facilities.

立our article Was good,but W讨 i

get through to those Who havn t

experienced haying/rearing child -

ren? I do hope so. We could cert-

ainly do with better odds.

W达 you be kKind enough to reply?

With Affection,

Jean Hope

I be writing to Anarchist-Fem -

inist Newsletter - do you have any

thing to do with “that2 “Also

thought of contacting Spare Rib,

Womens Voice, womens groups.

Do you have any further suggqest-

ions “as it「s “pretty difficult

communicating from such an isol-

ated place in Wales,it「s too far to

travel from .
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Dear Anarchy,
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Black Riot,Class Riot etc、“Sion
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that.

Where he Was Wrong Was 0n “set-
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Ppolice such as Lewisham 、As he

Suggested,wWe have no chance at

all against overwhelming numbers
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We are and What We are going to
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stand waiting to be attacked by

the police、Where,for instance,

We decide to attack a fascist

march comrades should organise

themselves into groups of,say,a

dozen. Such groups Would be

small enough to make collective

decisions on tactics, and be highly

mobile for avoiding cordons and

disappearing after hit and run

attacks.And they Would be large

enough to inflict damage or to

defend “themselyes cornered.

Organised in this Way,even 让 We

decided to use“provocative“Wea-

Pons such as petrol bombs,we

Would stand less of a chance of

being arrested or beaten by the

Pigs than f we passively stood

linking arms i _the high street.

Im not demanding Shper-brayery

from our comrades.Far from 训 ,

these tactics are as much for oux

defence _as for Use as an a9g9gFe-

ssive Weapon. Neither is 让 elit-、
1Sm of obscure theory.In all the

successful riots mentioned in the

article,as Well as acting as a 珑a55)

people were in fact operating at

a more basic level with their nei-

ghbours and friends in their own

area,All of our practice as the

current “active minority「 should be

What can easily be adopted for

their own use by all groups of

oppressed “people; without any

need for stewards,formal organ-

isations or leaders (including our-

Selyes).

文ours for autonomy,

Geraint
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With children don「t apply.
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kids as possible to apply - no need

for them to attend for interviews

识 they don「t really want to come -

just to swamp administration with

applications and to let them know

there is a need for a nursery 、

Women are effectively debarred

from this college - men are 130 to

30 women and quite frankly the

men “don“t give a shit about

Women (oh yes, they miss haying a

ScreW for lack of possible females).

Women ought to have the same

chance of application and accept-

ance at this place and cannot

wWhilst there arent facilities.

立our article Was good,but W讨 i

get through to those Who havn t

experienced haying/rearing child -

ren? I do hope so. We could cert-

ainly do with better odds.

W达 you be kKind enough to reply?

With Affection,

Jean Hope

I be writing to Anarchist-Fem -

inist Newsletter - do you have any

thing to do with “that2 “Also

thought of contacting Spare Rib,

Womens Voice, womens groups.
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ions “as it「s “pretty difficult
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Dear Friends,

On May 12, 1979 while confined

in the Washington State Peniten-

tiary I was denied due process

and “administratively “segregated

pending criminal disposition in a

hostage taking incident on May 9
“79 in the penitentiary、On June

13,「80 all criminal charges were

dismissed by the court at the re-

quest of the administration on the

grounds,记 part,that the matter

could be handled on an institut-

ional level administratively: I have

had no due process concerning the

matter since and by law should be

the general population of the

Washington State Penitentiary or

any Prison Im confined in. I have

been found guilty of nothing

and/or criminally

around the hostage taking inci-

dent, but am “classified here as

a threat to security because of it.

The incident is moot by law on

any institutional level due to the

above stated reasons and violation

of time limitations in both Wash-

ington and California State. I can-

not in

_

anyway be punished and/

Or restricted for what does not

legally exist and for what I have

never been found legally guilty of.

My Dery transfer to this prisonmt

(San Quentin) is illegal; for one of

the reasons used to justify it was

this threat to security、The other

QNNER A5SoNY 入LL 巳UT

reaSOn given Was that after 0ver a

yeaf noW they claim that I still

need protection from Washingtomt

State _Correctional

It is also claimed that I requested
this transfer and that is a damned
lie. On May 9 “79, I publicly and
officially requested federal protec-
tion and custody from

“

仁.8.C。
Officers and Staff because I feared

for my Well being and life after

exposing all the inhumanity and

injustice in the W S.Pen. and their

Part in it.Against my W训 I was

transferred to this the 力 0st racist,

9gang-run,yiolent,unfit for human

habitation death trap in Amerikka.

again or killed outright fot it and

exposing the beating & rape job,

Too high,but little or no help so

Maybe they W训 succeed, we见

Se6. More than a few people know

this who should be doing some

thing about it legally or other -

Wise, yet are “doing “nothing.

I dont Know how to handle this

except try with what help I「ve got

to do somethinq about it myself. I
Where the longer Im “here the

chances of my survival (literal or

otherwise) decrease.。 First they

beat me half to death and rape me

With a riot baton on July 8 “79 for

May 9 “79 and other legal/political

Work I have done in prison; then

they send me here “to be hurt

ToRE THE LIFE FRoM HIM...‖ THE DREAMISA

D6WNS5 仁N

PNTS oF

MAhCKESON

HARSH TASKMASTERL
LEADING US Te THE

STARS BUT LEAVJNG

 

fear I and What help I have got is

not enough. It「s so obyious What「s

going on and Why,but it seems

like nobody cares.。 When Im

Killed or seriously hurt they will

make me their hero, their martyI,

and I don“t want to be either -

I just want to win, to live, for my -

self and others like me,for my

friends and loved ones. The lack

of support is license to murder in

this case, and I request that all of

you do what ever you can to the

best of your ability to make Waves

to 8aVe m e. Protest letters and pet-

itions are needed to everyone in

creation you can think of, demon-

strations if possible,space in pub-

lications,funds etc, Struggle for/

demand my outright release from

Prison or at least to stop What is

happening and what may happen .

Thankyou for your support in the

Past and the present. Ilove you all.

Love & Rage

Carl Harp

Defence Funds: Ms.Susan Harp,

15827 9th Ave:。 S.W. . Seattle,

WN., 98166.U.8.A.

HAPOTOC International

P.0.BOX 10638

Amsterdam , Holland ,

LIFE IS A MEANINGLESs

COMMA IN TH

余皇ENcear
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fear I and What help I have got is
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going on and Why,but it seems

like nobody cares.。 When Im

Killed or seriously hurt they will

make me their hero, their martyI,

and I don“t want to be either -

I just want to win, to live, for my -

self and others like me,for my

friends and loved ones. The lack

of support is license to murder in

this case, and I request that all of

you do what ever you can to the

best of your ability to make Waves
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strations if possible,space in pub-
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A CURE5EFOR EYESIGHT

The discussion of sexual politics has not taken _up

masturbation as often a it has been taken up in intel-

lectual masturbation、This last phrase in fact shows

how masturbation rem ains an area of sexWality Which

is st训 portrayed in a repressive way even by radicals.

Pleasure obtained through the manipulation of intel-

lectual concepts is quite valid, just as those pleasures

Which can be obtained through the manipulation of

the genitals and other parts of the body.

Although there are movyements which revolve around

the affirmation of Women「s sexuality and homosex
uality, masturbators are still subject to derision,

through such Words as Wanker, jerk,etc. This in itself

is quite curious considering masturbation is almost

universally practised by males and to an increasing

extent by Women .

This indicates that Wanking,the obtaining of gratu-

itous sexual pleasure Without reference to another

Person is stil very much cloaked in feelings of guilt.

Whilst affairs constitute an important part of What We

talk about,masturbation ˇrarely gets _discussed as

freely or frequently.

The depiction of masturbation as a substitute for

other forms of sex is rather like the way some ment

have depicted lesbians as frustrated heterosexuals、In

fact masturbation is a Very basic part of sexwality

that cannot sim ply be left to “relieve sexual desire「

When a suitable partner is unavailable. Such a mechan -

ical view hides the fact that people wank fundament-

ally because they like it,. The lack of suitable partners

might highlight this pleasure,but the availability of

such partners does not mean 让 disappears。

Masturbation is marked by the absence of tension

Which is always present When two or more people are

involved in sex “This tension exists because the desires

of the other person, their sexuality, is alWways an intru-

sion on the individuals sexuality、There is always anl

interplay of power,Which in _heterosexual sex has
traditionally been resolved through the passification of

wWomen in favour of men. The removal of this inter-

Play of power is quite ilusory as 讨 comes from the

meeting of self and Sexual liberty stems from

the breakdown of stereotyped and frozen sexual power
relations,so that initiative flows from “person to
Person, so that there is both giving and taking of pleas-
ure. Romantic notions of cosmic union and mutually
fulfilling simultaneous orgasm “mask a defence for
eXxisting stereotyPpes。

But masturbation has quite a different dynamic, being
entirely self-centred, with no other person to intrude,
On the one hand, the exploration of erogenous zones,
(genitals, anus, mouth etc.) with one「s own hands gives
Perhaps the highest possibility of precision in terms of
Physical stimulation. Instantaneuos monitoring cannot
be rivalled by even the most sensitive partner. Apart
from the pleasure Which is derived from this, it can be
the source of experience to increase sensitivity towards
other Peoples sexuality through a greater under-
standing of one「s own body.

 

 

 

The other main aspect of masturbation is fantasy.

Fantasy is not really apPropriate to seX With other

people, as it tries to hide the other person s SeXMality

behind fictitious images. Although fantasies still mask

reality during masturbation, they constitute an eXten-

sion of self-centred sexuality from physical sensation

to emotive/sexual images. The pornographic industry

realises large profits from supplying ready made visual

and verbal images to be absorbed into people「s (mostly

men「s) sexuality.。 Aside from “these Profits, these

images modify and respond to sexual repression gene-

rally present in society. The frequent use of hiddent

subliminal messages in the image (men posing as

women, images of mothers, or disguised penises draWan

on Women) mean that primarily men _can subconm-

sciously stimulate oedipal or homosex 山 desires.

Such stimulation far from freeing such desires from

sexual “repression, reinforces them “as “unrealised,

unrecognised and unconscious desires. It is not porn-

ography Which is itself repressive,but its use alongside

other media,by capitalism to inhibit our sexUality.

But fantasies which we qenerate Ourselves can be m uch

more favourable to freeing our sexuality from inhib-

ition.These fantasies can relate to sexual situations

which will not come about. (It is far better to exPer-

ience sexual fantasies,While wanking, about someone

who just isn“t interested in you, than to go round dis-

playing your emotional immaturity by slagging them

0佐 as frig迹Also they can relate to situations Which

are found to be exciting, but Which in other Ways are

found to be undesirable,Here of course they can be

reactionary. For instance, they can be used to bolster

heterosexual repressiveness, Keeping homosexual desire

within the confines of the imagination, never requiring

it to be consciously or socially affirmed. But they need

not be reactionary, in that in some circumstances to

put the fantasies into action might have clearly forseen

disastrous results, Which are to be avyoided .

.Perhaps more interesting are fantasies Which revolve

around im possible situations. Human sexuality has its

basis in androgeny,the presence of both female and

male characteristics, the final physical developing out

of am bivalent sexual organs in the foetus. This might

explain the exciting quality of fantasies about being

of the opposite sex or of being hermaphrodite. Equally

impossible sexual beings can be imagined : Wimmin s

Comics illustrated a man With a prick Which grew like

a tree With tens of branches, each with its own kKnob

at the end、。 The only limits are the limits of the

imagination. You can imagine a Prick growing out of

your forehead and speculate on the magic of unicorns.。

And there are more naturalistic fantasies, ie. that you

are a fine dappled mare With a rampant stallion

breathing down your mane, While its prick, the size of

your forearm , is engulfed in your ample mare s cunt.

For all the possibilities of fantasy, it still lacks reality,

让 can _only simulate its satisfaction、This does not

make masturbation inferior to other forms of sexWv

ality. If we are to aim at breaking down the SeXWal

repression and inhibitions which this society instills

in us,We must affirm the positive role of Wanking

alongside other forms of sexual practice,by doing 训

and speaking of 讨 without em barassment or feelings

of guilt.
Fabian
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and speaking of 讨 without em barassment or feelings
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“The spectacle,Uderstood 讨 its totality, is sim ultaoneoxsly 在e resUit and 在e project 0f议 eexisting 10de

0 production. f
诊

ot 4 SYPplement to the real world, 江
$

added decoration. 仁
训

机e eart 0一
块

eRrealismt

0 执e real society、 氖 The spectacle 节块e present model of socially dominant ife. Tt s执e ommRipresent

,affirmation of the choice already made in production anQd its corollary ption.

1

Marx understood practical criticism as “sensuos human activity“. But instead , social revolutionaries talk about
seXxism and not Subjective activity. Sexuality has attained a state of commodity fetishisnl - sex is Something
that everyone should have. We must oppose the preyalent concern for the izage of sexual fulfillment. The
attitude,“is your sexuality expressing itself2“has resulted in individuals who domt loye for quality but fuck
for quantity. It is an effective seduction. By limiting the discourse to sex and sexism the society of the Spec-
tacular has effectively dictated the reaction. Through the increased polarisation over sex-ism it has distracted
from the necessity to SUpersede SeX

11

The sexual liberationists「creed of defining your own sexuality means that there is a stereotyping of roles -
homo, hetero, or bi. The fact that it is sexual is not enough; prospectivye partners must Know Where to find the
right button. Sexual categories help build up,“character“ - character being the most effective Weapon in the
armoury of the spectacle. If you are aseXual, or sexual but without a partner,y0u are
inferior. (Wanker“ is a term of universal abuse)》 Categorisation negates any realisation of sensuality in fayour
of proclaiming your sexuality - which is nothing more than proudly displaying your latest purchase, a ready-
m ade SeXual label. Sex revolutionaries demand sexuality as a right, without asking, Who is it demanded from 2
Who grants it? Answer: the commodity society.

111

Sexuality is conditioned by images and commodities. It is opposed to sensuality and eroticism , which can only
be discovered by individuals free from the armour of character. Our lives today are totally unerotic、We
prefer worldly-wisdom to imagination; we like to be told, rather than reflect UPOn 0ur inno-sense. 外e prefer
to live in a world of appearances instead of seeing,feeling,sense-ing. Nobody has passion for anyone or
anything these days. The prevalent attitudes of indifference or fanaticism are non-sense. Sentse-uality would be
unrecognised even it kissed you in the face. The less erotic and sensual our daily lives are, the more our
misery is compensated for by sexual forms within the spectacle .

1V

Sexual liberation has now joined sexual repression as an instrument of economic enslavement, Sex can be
advocated, since it has been realised that it will not subyert, and can even enhance, people「s dependence on
commodities. Sexuality sells - beautiful women, muscular men, and even - by ridicule - the antisexual anti-
hero. By using the sexual in this way,capitalism places the struggle against seX iSm in the realm of com -
沥祥移 Since sexual liberation is not based on overthrowing commodity relations, the struggle is self-
defeating.
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The sexXually liberated「s professed liberation from “pleasure anxiety“has become a Worship

_

of alienated

SeXuality drawing upon commodity forms. (In this society, here there is no escape from alienation, anxiety

always return.) The preyalent ideology is one of passification to reduce anxiety. Liberated women can

obtain orgasms. The use of a vibrator will increase your seX drive. Reading the right man-uels il im prove

your performance. These are not simply alienated forms of the sex act like inflatable dolls or the dildo : they

are used to quantify SeX 45 a IIumber of orgasms, Where you can have more by purchasing the appropriate

commodity. Its logical conclusion is the search for the best partner, the ultimate commodity for inducing the

highest seXual TeSpOnse.

V1

What is called “intercourse“ (for there is no genuine 功ter course) has become an act for alienated,role-playing

individuals. The object,pseudo-pleasure,is ensured; it is a defense against pleasure anxiety in its new ,

“liberated“form - anxiety over orgasm -fulfilment、It is this pleasure anxiety and character-armour which

prevents individuals realising their sensuality,because among other things it makes free relationships - the

essential freedom of sensuality - im possible,But this inability to engage in sensual practice also causes the

neurosis; true love and genuine unity are absent. Most people nowadays Know seX as neither the simple act

of mating nor the transcending act of love. They see it as ritualised civilised behaviour - a bourgeois relation:

and as Such is a relation of exchange.

 

Jn 场

苋

respectable,detached world,the desire to fuck& 诊 05scured 5y a patterned routine called 心 auing

讨 tercourse“(Iife 见auing tea)】 山ose socially Ualidated form is 办 arriage。 刃Xring 讨tercorse,the 户诚Rest

goal 0 the game 证 t0 80 completely 训 tergrate sexUality 训to cibilised 5eRauioxr that shoulQ Axnt Sally

step into 扔

e

山Ong To0M at 执e r译ht timte,she 山ou1d easily 抒讨 一圹 at one as sinpIy 仪a训g 0ne 5 DeQ

instead 0f one「5 Parther. 下nd no-0ne 山ould really notice XCch Qifference,since during 问tercourse 0ne

doesR六 giye a Pc匕 . |

又osoR, TRe Pheomzenology of Fucking-

Not just sex .but all bourgeois patriarchial behaviour, all so-called civilised acts, are acts of fucking, acts of

exploiting and objectifying relations. We need to recognise that We are totally fucked Up and escape is no

answer,for simply means exchanging 0ne form of fucking or being fucked for another. The need to fuck

serves to reinforce society, for it is a temporary escape from it - relief from being fucked : It helps 4s surVive,

but without realising that escape from alienation is just more alienation .

V11

People escape into couples.“The couple“pervades conservative, revolutionary ,feminist and gay lifestyles.

It is pitiful to see couples, who claim not to be such, pretend to be independent because they nevef Share

money or possessions, or because the “relationship“ lasted only a week. The eult of the couple is inherent in

capitalism . Where social relations are turned into commodity relations. In a society where individuals have all

but lost contact with each other,except Where sexual contact is concerned seX has becoIme a relation betweenl

things; the self and the other.。 In the sexual couple-ing (temporary 01 permanet - 0ne night of 50 years)

each individual, come the end of the day ,sees the other as a sexUal partner, as Teified . as a thing. Sex is the

culmination of relations,be it Saturday night after a week spent watching TV together, or through a diseo

and a pick up line. The sexual relation becomes seperate from , and above (spiritual or otherwise),all other

forms of relation. Sex becomes the raison d「etre for the couple to be together. For the “revolutionary eouple

more than any other,seX is a trade off: both must have equality, one partner must not be t0 be bette1

off (as eyer, the image dominates). If one sleeps with someone else, the other is entitled to d0 likewise.

Orgasm is the fetishistic climax _of the sex act. As there must be equality, both partners should haye one.

The revolutionary claiming to be sexually aware cannot escape the domination of commodities.

25
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The couple is regarded as the “natural“ bonding of two people into a mystical romantic neW entity Which need

never be questioned. The dynamic of the couple is the transference of owWnership into the relationship - it is

essentially propertarian. Sexuality is the legitimating priciple : seXual eXclusiveness is the Symbol of oNner-

ship. The relation is one of having and consuming, fo you either lose or gain from it. Other relationships are
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8 ety is that it offers the imag and neve

wanting more. It does not satisfy, it does not aim to satisfy . It only offers the dream of satisfaction、 There

are still those around who proclaim society w训 be undermined by the sexual misery it produces. The 60.s

solution to the problem of sexual constraint Was the laissez-faire“do what you Want to do - man!“ The 70“8

solution to the 60“s “answer“ (women “free“ to be what they haye always been - seX objects - but also pTressure

to be freely available) is “develop the homosexual within you「“- but remain playing a seX role. So, seXuality

and society arechanging. Are either being overthrown? WWe should realise that revolution and liberation can no

longer be affirmed in the sensual embrace.
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The couple is regarded as the “natural“ bonding of two people into a mystical romantic neW entity Which need

never be questioned. The dynamic of the couple is the transference of owWnership into the relationship - it is

essentially propertarian. Sexuality is the legitimating priciple : seXual eXclusiveness is the Symbol of oNner-

ship. The relation is one of having and consuming, fo you either lose or gain from it. Other relationships are
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8 ety is that it offers the imag and neve

wanting more. It does not satisfy, it does not aim to satisfy . It only offers the dream of satisfaction、 There

are still those around who proclaim society w训 be undermined by the sexual misery it produces. The 60.s

solution to the problem of sexual constraint Was the laissez-faire“do what you Want to do - man!“ The 70“8

solution to the 60“s “answer“ (women “free“ to be what they haye always been - seX objects - but also pTressure

to be freely available) is “develop the homosexual within you「“- but remain playing a seX role. So, seXuality

and society arechanging. Are either being overthrown? WWe should realise that revolution and liberation can no

longer be affirmed in the sensual embrace.
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